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Sheffield Conference on March 13th

Plans for this day conference on the theme ‘Christians and Computers’ are well under way and the booking form is enclosed. There should be more opportunity for questioning and discussion than at the London conference. Last year’s day had a small turnout but those who came found it a good occasion so please consider coming.

Science and Christian Belief  to go on line

Getting the journal on-line has long been planned but is now at last actually happening. Our Webmaster is working on it and it should be up and running by mid April. The website will be www.scienceandchristianbelief.org 
 but the site will not be activated until about 
April 15th. Details as to how it ties in with CiS membership and the paper version will be included in the next issue of the journal. Back issues should be included as well so reprints will 
become more easily accessible. This should be a real help for overseas readers or those who want just one or two papers. With libraries steadily reducing their journal holdings, access has become more difficult in recent years.

The Nuffield Council on Bio-ethics
has recently produced a discussion paper on 
The use of genetically modified crops in developing countries. It highlights the complexity of the debate. Not only must the pros and cons of the technology be considered but also the broader social and political issues including the impact of EU and other agricultural regulations. The Working Group point out potential advantages of some forms of modified crops but also possible problems. For example the use of herbicide resistant plants could lead to more unemployment. The overall message is to encourage research but 


with a greater focus on small scale production in 
developing countries and for real wisdom and forethought in implementation. One member of the Group is former President of CiS,  Derek Burke. More detail on: www.nuffieldbioethics.org 

Ivan Sharman
Older members will be sorry to hear of the death of long standing CiS member Ivan Sharman . He was a chemist based in Cambridge and a regular attender at CiS conferences in former days

 For Christians in Education

Riding Lights
In 2003 this Christian theatre group toured with an excellent play ‘Science Friction’. This explored some of the new developments in genetics alongside a portrayal of the life of Gallileo. It was a thought provoking presentation and a good discussion starter. Bob Carling has helped the group to obtain a grant from the Wellcome Trust for ‘Science Friction’ to be taken into secondary schools throughout the country. The play will be touring selected schools during this spring term and Riding Lights may already have approached CiS members for assistance. This initiative is well worth supporting with prayer or practical action.

The Spire Trust
I have recently received a flyer for this Trust who arranges ‘Cutting edge conferences’ for schools. Their intention is to seek more distinct and direct ways of responding to the needs of secondary schools in terms of Religious education and Spiritual Awareness. Topics covered by recent conferences include the environment, war euthanasia and science and faith. More information on www.spiretrust.org.uk 
or from  CiS General Secretary, (and Précis editor) Caroline Berry, 4.Sackville Close, Sevenoaks, Kent. TN13 3QD   cberry@centrenet.co.uk 
.

Prof. Holmes Rolston’s visit to the UK     Environmental Ethics

Holmes Rolston, Professor of Philosophy at Colorado State University and Winner of the 2003 Templeton Prize ‘ for progress towards spiritual realities’, is visiting this country at the end of February at the invitation of the John Ray Initiative and with the support of the Templeton Foundation; he will be lecturing at a number of Universities.  Rolston has been called the 'Father of Environmental Ethics'; he was one of the founders of the journal Environmental Ethics (1979) and was the first President of the International Society for Environmental Ethics (1990-3).  His first degree was in Physics; he then went on to study for a PhD in Theology under Professor Tom Torrance in Edinburgh.

Professor Rolston will be the key-note speaker at a Conference 

 "Managing the Future: the Challenges to Society and Business from Science, Ethics and Religious Belief" 
on  Tuesday 24 February (10.00 to 18.00)  at the Royal Society of Arts, 
8 John Adam Street, London WC2 .   (NB John Adam Street not Robert Adam Street)
 The programme will conclude with a discussion involving the invited speakers, chaired by CiS President, Ghillean Prance.

Over the subsequent two weeks, Professor Rolston will be lecturing in: 

25 February	Lancaster (Dr Alison Stone)

26 Oxford  (Dr Margaret Yee, Nuffield College)

1  March	Exeter (CiS Chairman, Professor John Bryant and Dr Chris Southgate)

2 St Andrews  (Professor Alan Torrance)

3 Edinburgh (Dr Michael Northcott)

4 Aberdeen  (Dr Nigel Dower)

8 Cardiff (Professor Robin Attfield)

9  Cambridge  (Dr Denis Alexander)

[Local organizers for each event in brackets.  Further information can be obtained from Mrs Claire Ashton (Claire@TheAshtons.fsnet.co.uk) or from the John Ray Initiative web site: www.jri.org.uk
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Some 2004 dates for your diary
July 23-26 Vancouver: joint American and Canadian Scientific and Christian Affiliation conference on Neuroscience and the Image of God.

September 6-10   Exeter   British Association for the Advancement of Science with a CiS sponsored lecture at the main conference and the Science and Religion Forum’s regular annual weekend as part of the ‘fringe’.

Saturday 2nd October CiS annual London day conference, to be held jointly with Christian Medical Fellowship on the theme of new technologies such as nanotechnology and stem cells and their implications.



















